Abstract. L. Zhang et al. (2012) , in a recent report, compared model estimates with new observations of oxidized and particulate mercury species (Hg 2+ and Hg p ) in the Great Lakes region and found that the sum of Hg 2+ and Hg p varied between a factor of 2 to 10 between measurements and model. They suggested too high emission inputs as Hg 2+ and too fast oxidative conversion of Hg 0 to Hg 2+ and Hg p as possible causes. This study quantitatively explores measurement uncertainties in detail. These include sampling efficiency, composition of sample, interfering species and calibration errors. Model (Global/Regional Atmospheric Heavy Metals Model -GRAHM) sensitivity experiments are used to examine the consistency between various Hg measurements and speciation of Hg near emission sources to better understand the discrepancies between modelled and measured concentrations of Hg 2+ and Hg p . We find that the ratio of Hg 0 , Hg 2+ and Hg p in the emission inventories, measurements of surface air concentrations of oxidized Hg and measurements of wet deposition are currently inconsistent with each other in the vicinity of emission sources. Current speciation of Hg emissions suggests higher concentrations of Hg 2+ in air and in precipitation near emission sources; however, measured air concentrations of Hg 2+ and measured concentrations of Hg in precipitation are not found to be significantly elevated near emission sources compared to the remote regions. The averaged unbiased root mean square error (RMSE) between simulated and observed concentrations of Hg 2+ is found to be reduced by 42 % and for Hg p reduced by 40 % for 21 North American sites investigated, when a ratio for Hg 0 : Hg 2+ : Hg p in the emissions is changed from 50 : 40 : 10 (as specified in the original inventories) to 90 : 8 : 2. Unbiased RMSE reductions near emissions sources in the eastern United States and Canada are found to be reduced by up to 58 % for Hg 2+ . Significant improvement in the model simulated spatial distribution of wet deposition of mercury in North America is noticed with the modified Hg emission speciation. Measurement-related uncertainties leading to lower estimation of Hg 2+ concentrations are 86 %. Uncertainties yielding either to higher or lower Hg 2+ concentrations are found to be 36 %. Finally, anthropogenic emission uncertainties are 106 % for Hg 2+ . Thus it appears that the identified uncertainties for model estimates related to mercury speciation near sources, uncertainties in measurement methodology and uncertainties in emissions can close the gap between modelled and observed estimates of oxidized mercury found in L. Zhang et al. (2012) . Model sensitivity simulations show that the measured concentrations of oxidized mercury, in general, are too low to be consistent with measured wet deposition fluxes in North America. Better emission inventories (with respect to speciation), better techniques for measurements of oxidized species and knowledge of mercury reduction reactions in different environments (including in-plume) in all phases are needed for improving the mercury models.
Introduction
Knowledge of the relationship between emission and deposition of atmospheric mercury is critical for the development of policies to reduce the levels of mercury in the environment, but mercury chemistry, including its sources and sinks, is still not fully understood. While most mercury is present in the atmosphere in elemental form (Hg 0 ), other oxidized mercury species (mostly as Hg 2+ ) contribute significantly to overall processes due to their reactivity with other atmospheric species and constituents (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998) . Both elemental and oxidized mercury species in gaseous and particulate forms are emitted from anthropogenic sources into the atmosphere, while only gaseous elemental mercury (Hg 0 ) originates from terrestrial and oceanic (biogenic) sources (Lindberg and Stratton, 1998) . Gaseous oxidized mercury (Hg 2+ ) is further produced from slow oxidation of elemental mercury in gas and aqueous phases (Liu et al., 2010) . Low solubility and a comparatively long atmospheric lifetime of six months to one year results in global transport and slow deposition to the earth's surface of Hg 0 (Schroeder and Munthe, 1998) . Hg 2+ and particle-bound mercury (Hg p ) species, on the other hand, are removed by precipitation and surface uptake (dry deposition) at a much faster rate (i.e. within one to two weeks), making these species regional pollutants. Due to their solubility and reactivity, oxidized and particulate species are subject of a considerable body of research despite significantly lower concentrations (ng m −3 for Hg 0 vs. pg m −3 levels for Hg 2+ /Hg p ; e.g. see Engle et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2010; Yatavelli et al., 2006; Poissant et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2011) .
Many of the factors determining concentration changes of mercury species in the atmosphere remain poorly explored or unknown. The ratios of the emissions of Hg 0 , Hg 2+ and Hg p species at the anthropogenic sources and oxidationreduction processes in the emission plume and atmosphere determine the speciation of Hg in the atmosphere (Seigneur et al., 2004) . While atmospheric mercury reactions have been studied extensively, the impact of in-plume reactions on speciation is less known. A modelling study suggests reduction of Hg 2+ in the plume by SO 2 (Lohmann et al., 2006) , but there are very few and contradictory in-plume experimental studies that neither confirm nor deny the possibility of inplume reduction with certainty Landis et al., 2009; Kolker et al., 2010; Deeds et al., 2013) . As a consequence observations for oxidized and particulate mercury are required to determine the actual ratio of mercury species that will subsequently undergo tropospheric reactions.
For Hg p , aerosol size distribution and composition are the major driver for processes involving particles, clusters and heterogeneous chemistry. Besides established aerosol research, the chemistry and properties of atmospheric ultrafine particles (UFPs, < 100 nm, also called nanoaerosols) have received growing attention in recent years (Justino et al., 2011) . While it represents a small mass fraction of overall aerosol, its surface area and number density are considerable, and, therefore, UFPs are involved in heterogeneous chemical reactions and the formation of cloud condensation nuclei. While aggregates of UFPs into clusters are greater in size, their properties are still distinct from aerosol particles of similar size, featuring a larger surface area for chemical reactions (Maynard and Aitken, 2007) . A primary source of UFP is combustion, as hot exhaust gases mix with cooler air, and photochemically driven gas-to-particle formation processes. Detailed studies specific for mercury are not yet available to the authors' knowledge.
Since the mercury deposition-characteristics highly depend on speciation, accurate determination of mercury fractions is key to the precise estimation of deposition near and away from the sources. An extensive network of mercury monitoring stations has been established in North America in recent years. The Mercury Deposition Network (MDN) monitors total mercury Hg t concentrations from wet deposition over a large part of the continental US supplemented by Canadian stations (Prestbo and Gay, 2009) . Measurement results agree reasonably well with model output data, typically within a factor of 2, because of a good correlation with precipitation data and the fact that no mercury fraction analysis is performed (Ryaboshapko et al., 2007b) . The MDN network has recently been supplemented by Atmospheric Mercury Network (AMNet) with the goal to provide fraction measurements to assess the impact of oxidized and particulate mercury species (Fitzgerald, 1995) . Operational parameters and data management of AMNet are evolving with the goal of harmonizing protocols for better comparability . AMNet has been providing oxidized and particulate mercury data in a structured fashion since 2009. Data analysis and model comparisons in this and previous studies rely mainly on AMNet data sets or pre-2009 data sets recorded at the same sites before the network was formally established.
The Tekran system is the most commonly employed analysis system for the determination of Hg 0 , Hg 2+ and Hg p for AMNet and Canadian measurement sites. It combines automatic unsupervised long-term measurements with high sensitivity and field-based analysis (NAD Program: Atmospheric Mercury Network Site Operations Manual Version 1.0, 2011). Selective sample collection regimes are used to collect Hg 0 , Hg 2+ and Hg p from the atmosphere. Since the system is the work horse for atmospheric mercury detection, its analytical performance has been well studied and a number of methodological uncertainties and limitations were identified (e.g. Swartzendruber et al., 2009; Slemr et al., 2009; Lyman et al., 2010) . These include calibration nonlinearity at low concentrations, and losses due to interference of oxidants and incomplete capture of Hg 2+ . We aim to present a cumulative estimate for these uncertainties to better understand the variability of measurements. and Hg p concentrations are often close to the instrument method detection limit (MDL; Hg 2+ : 0.5-6.2 pg m −3 , Hg p : 1.10-4 pg m −3 ; for details see Table 3 ). Both species concentrations are found at similar orders of magnitude and make up less than 1 % of total atmospheric mercury. Studies aim to assess the regional impact associated with their short lifetimes (Weiss-Penzias et al., 2007) . Observation data show considerable variation and concentration of up to 89 ± 150 pg m −3 for Hg 2+ in Baltimore, MD, and 80.8 ± 283 pg m −3 near a cement plant in the San Francisco Bay Area, CA (see Table 1 ). The average Hg 2+ /Hg p ratio from the data in Table 1 is 0.85 ± 0.38 (mean ± standard deviation of calculated ratio for all ratio data < 3), illustrating the importance of particulate mercury species in atmospheric processes.
Until now, it was not possible to perform a comprehensive evaluation of Hg 2+ and Hg p species simulated by the Hg models, mostly because of a lack of a sufficient body of measurement data. Recently, AMNet results were used in a comparative study of model estimates (L. . In brief, outputs from three different atmospheric mercury models including Environment Canada's mercury model GRAHM (Global/Regional Atmospheric Heavy Metals Model) were compared to AMNet measurement results from 15 sites in the Great Lakes region. Model results of Hg 2+ and Hg p at the 15 sites were overestimated by a factor of 2-10 for the sum of Hg 2+ and Hg p . Zhang et al. (2012) provide several hypotheses for this discrepancy: (1) too high emission inputs; (2) too fast oxidative conversion of Hg 0 to Hg 2+ and Hg p ; and (3) too low dry deposition velocities. While deposition velocities are discussed in some detail and not identified as the main source for the observed discrepancy, the authors suggest further investigation that led to the overestimation of the dry deposition results.
Currently, the modelling estimates of dry deposition velocities of mercury species are not constrained with observations; therefore it is difficult to use the limited measurements of dry deposition fluxes of mercury to evaluate the ambient concentrations of oxidized mercury. Moreover, measured dry deposition estimates are considered highly uncertain. Comparatively, ambient concentrations of Hg 0 and wet deposition fluxes of mercury have been extensively measured and are considered more reliable for constraining the models. Therefore, we make use of the measured wet deposition fluxes to constrain and evaluate the uncertainties in model-estimated ambient concentrations of oxidized mercury species in addition to the recent measurements of the oxidized mercury concentrations.
The presented study strives to analyse reported discrepancies between observed Hg 2+ and Hg p concentrations and explores the seeming disconnect with mercury wet deposition by means of a detailed analysis of uncertainties for measurements, highlighting chemistry knowledge gaps and using model sensitivity experiments.
Materials and methods

Model description
GRAHM is an Eulerian model built on top of Environment Canada's Global Environmental Multiscale-Global Deterministic Prediction System (Côté et al., 1998a, b) . Meteorological and mercury processes are fully integrated in the GRAHM online chemical transport model. Mercury species described are Hg 0 , Hg 2+ and Hg p . At each time step, mercury emissions are added to the atmospheric model concentrations, the meteorological processes are simulated, and the atmospheric mercury species are transported, transformed chemically and deposited. GRAHM has been seen to perform well in past studies (Ryaboshapko et al., 2007a, b; Dastoor et al., 2008; Durnford et al., 2010) . Model sensitivity runs were conducted using the same configuration of GRAHM as used in the study by L. Zhang et al. (2012) to explore the main reasons for the discrepancy between modelled and measured oxidized mercury concentrations.
The gaseous oxidation of mercury by O 3 / OH, with a temperature-dependent rate constant for O 3 oxidation following Hall (1995) and for OH oxidation following Pal and Ariya (2004) , occurs throughout the atmosphere. The gaseous oxidation of mercury by halogens, including atomic and molecular chlorine and bromine as well as bromine oxide, occurs in the Arctic and marine boundary layer using reaction rate constants from Ariya et al. (2002) , Raofie and Ariya (2003) and Donohoue et al. (2006) . Mercury is reduced in the aqueous phase photochemically and by the sulfite anion using rate constants from Xiao et al. (1995) and Van Loon et al. (2000) . The reduction processes in GRAHM are insignificant, and their elimination in the model has no impact on the simulated Hg 0 distribution or wet deposition. Holmes et al. (2010) noted that atmospheric reduction is not required to explain any of the major features of the global mercury cycle until better constraints on Hg 0 oxidation rates are available. Dry deposition in GRAHM is based on the resistance approach (Zhang, 2001; Zhang et al., 2003) . In the wet deposition scheme, Hg 0 and Hg 2+ are partitioned between cloud droplets and air using a temperature-dependent Henry's law constant. We use the global anthropogenic mercury emission fields produced by AMAP for 2005 (Pacyna et al., 2010) . Non-anthropogenic terrestrial and oceanic emissions of Hg 0 in the model are based on the global mercury budget of . Horizontal resolution of the model runs is 1 • ×1 • latitude/longitude and in the vertical model has 28 layers up to 10 hPa.
Gas phase oxidation with O 3 , OH radical and halogens (mainly Br) have been suggested as potential oxidants of Hg 0 in the atmosphere (Subir et al., 2012) . However, the exact reaction mechanisms, products and reaction rate coefficients are not known, and the relative importance of these reactions in the atmosphere is controversial. Using theoretical work, Tossell (2003) , Shepler and Peterson (2003) and Goodsite et al. (2004) concluded that Hg 0 +O 3 and Hg 0 +OH reactions should not be significant in the atmosphere since HgOH + , a possible intermediate of the reaction Hg 0 +OH, is likely to dissociate based on the binding energy, and the production of HgO (g) , as a product of these reactions, is highly endothermic. However, in a more recent theoretical work, Cremer et al. (2008) found the reaction energy of Hg 0 + OH to be comparable to the reaction energy for Hg 0 + Br, and concluded that the reaction Hg 0 + OH is possible in the atmosphere. Use of much larger reaction chamber and low reactant concentrations in more recent studies of Hg 0 + O 3 reaction suggests that the rate constants obtained previously are viable in the atmosphere and are free of surface effects (Snider et al., 2008; Sumner et al., 2005) . Tossell (2006) suggest that stable oligomers of Hg oxide, HgO n , can subsist in the atmosphere. In a more recent experimental study, Rutter et al. (2012) found the reaction Hg 0 +O 3 to be viable in the presence of
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atmospheric aerosols and recommend the inclusion of this reaction in the models. Calvert and Lindberg (2005) and Subir et al. (2012) suggest that Hg 0 oxidation by O 3 and OH may be occurring in the atmosphere through complex reaction mechanism possibly involving surfaces. Subir et al. (2012) suggest that, given the abundance of O 3 and OH radicals in the atmosphere, the Hg 0 oxidation with O 3 and OH should not be eliminated from Hg models. Hg 0 + Br reaction is generally accepted as an important oxidation pathway in the atmosphere in the polar regions and marine boundary layer; however, very little data exists with respect to its mechanism in the global atmosphere (Dibble et al., 2012) . Holmes (2012) investigated Br vs. O 3 /OH mechanisms as main oxidants of Hg 0 in the atmospheric models based on observational constraints and concluded that both Br and OH/O 3 oxidation mechanisms are capable of reproducing the distribution of Hg at northern mid-latitudes; however some of the observed features of atmospheric Hg were better described by O 3 /OH oxidation mechanism while others were better described by Br oxidation mechanism. Holmes (2012) suggested that both oxidation mechanisms, and possibly others, may be present together in the atmosphere. Since Hg 0 oxidation by Br is well demonstrated in the Marine Boundary Layer (MBL) and the polar regions, currently GRAHM uses this oxidation pathway only in these environments.
Only a limited number of reduction pathways for Hg in the aqueous phase have been identified. Recently, Si and Ariya (2008) studied reduction of Hg 2+ by dicarboxylic acids (C 2 -C 4 ) in aqueous phase. Although they proposed a tentative reaction mechanism, sufficient details are unavailable for its implementation in the model. Moreover, they found that presence of chloride ion and dissolved oxygen significantly inhibited the reduction reaction; therefore this reduction pathway may not be significant in atmosphere. Hynes et al. (2009) concluded that the atmospheric importance of Hg reduction processes has not been established for any of the suggested reductants for Hg 2+ so far; so the role of Hg 2+ reduction in the global atmosphere remains conjectural. Determined reaction rate constants for the oxidation of Hg 0 by O 3 , OH and Br in the atmosphere suggest significantly shorter lifetime of Hg 0 in the atmosphere compared to the ∼ 1 yr lifetime suggested by the observations. This implies that important unknown reduction processes are occurring in the atmosphere. Possible reduction of oxidized mercury on surfaces of atmospheric aerosols, ice and snow, etc. could be important but has not been studied so far.
Sampling, measurement and data analysis of oxidized mercury species
While several methods for the measurement of mercury species in the atmosphere have been developed (Munthe et al., 2001) , the most popular methodology for fielddeployed systems and continuous monitoring is the detection of mercury species using cold vapour atomic fluorescence spectrometry (CVAFS) (Bloom and Fitzgerald, 1988) . The widely employed Tekran 2537A analyzer system quantifies mercury species as Hg 0 after amalgamation and concentration on a gold surface followed by thermal desorption into the CVAFS analysis system. Mercury fractionation, commonly called "speciation", although the "species" definition for Tekran measurements is strictly operational, is achieved using two different inline sampling protocols, for Hg 2+ and Hg p species. KCl-coated annular denuders made of quartz are most commonly used for Hg 2+ at air sample flow rates of 10 L min −1 leading to the collection of species on the modified denuder surface, followed by thermal desorption and detection. Hg p is deposited on a quartz filter surface followed by pyrolysis and detection (Lindberg et al., 2002) . A combination set-up was commercialized by Tekran as systems 1130 (Hg 2+ ) and 1135 (Hg p ) speciation units, which are now used for Hg concentration monitoring. Samples are sequentially desorbed from the collection device and analysed as Hg 0 after reduction using CVAFS. Table 3 lists sampling times for Hg 2+ and Hg p , which are comparatively long (hours vs. typically 5 min for Hg 0 ) due to the low concentrations observed . The table also illustrates the large variability of sampling times and resulting differences in the method detection limit (MDL), which is difficult to estimate due to lack of standards for Hg 2+ and Hg p . The MDL is certainly dependent on sampling time and the quantity of material collected for analysis and varies between 1.0 and 4.0 pg m −3 . The MDL is not always specified separately for Hg 2+ and Hg p , and the mode of calculation is rarely reported. A better documented rationale for Hg 2+ and Hg p MDLs is desirable since observed concentrations are often, if not mostly, below or around the MDL for both species and actively being addressed .
Measurement data and the range for yearly means used for analysis in this study are listed in Table 4 and represent an expanded data set including but not limited to sites from Table 3 in order to allow for a comparison on a continental scale and maintain comparability with results from L. Zhang et al. (2012) . Data from 21 sites were analysed with 2 colocated instruments for a total of 41 yearly data sets from 2002 to 2010. A minimum of 7 (seven) months of observations per year was required for a data set to qualify for consideration. Co-located data were treated as coming from a single location, i.e. for MS12 and NY43, respectively (also shown in Fig. 1) .
Estimations from the model base run and modified runs were compared with observations by calculating the unbiased root mean square error (URMSE) and bias for yearly means and the correlation of weekly averaged data for time series analyses. Observation data were obtained from principal investigators and consisted of blank-corrected, but not MDL-censored concentrations from individual CVAFS runs. Missing data were marked as "not available" (NA) for calculations; zero data as a result of blank correction were kept as is. Negative data as a result of blank correction were replaced by zero. Kaplan-Meier (KM) methods were employed for all calculations to avoid the introduction of a bias by arbitrarily assigning zero or 0.5 MDL to data below the reporting limit (Helsel, 2005) . KM daily, weekly and monthly means were compared to corresponding arithmetic means from model estimates (not shown). For sets with the vast majority of data points above the MDL (> 90 %, e.g. for Hg 0 ), no significant difference was observed between KM and normally averaged data. For Hg 2+ and Hg p data, however, up to 80 % was < MDL resulting in differences for mean values of up to 16 % comparing KM and normally averaged data sets. Statistical calculations and analyses were carried out employing R (version 2.14), a programming language for statistical computing and graphics.
3 Results and discussion
Uncertainty of CVAFS measurements
Atmospheric mercury measurement data from 15 sites around the Great Lakes region and the eastern United States were used by L. Zhang et al. (2012) for comparison with model estimates. These data and the additional data used in this study were collected as part of AMNet and Environment Canada sampling and measurement stations and were in reasonable agreement regarding instrumentation and operating parameters (see Table 3 for remarks; Hg 2+ and Hg p sampling times show some notable differences). Most importantly, all experiments were carried out using the same type of instrumentation, thus eliminating uncertainties arising from different measurement principles, including species measured. Nevertheless, the employed sample collection and analyte detection method leads to significant uncertainties associated with the data, which will be discussed with a focus on Hg 2+ and Hg p , where due to low observed concentrations near the MDL the impact is most significant (Sigler et al., 2009 ). The immediate sampling environment including inlet position of CVAFS sampling devices has a pronounced influence on Hg 2+ concentrations. Forested areas tend to scrub Hg 2+ concentrations in its surroundings leading to underestimation, when applying these concentrations to estimate concentrations above the canopy. Hence, results might not be representative for regional and larger scale predictions and, therefore, less suited for comparison (E. Prestbo, personal communication, 2011) . The change of Hg 2+ concentrations with altitude has not yet been studied in detail, and the effect of the immediate sampling environment on the Hg 2+ concentration gradient from above to below the canopy is unknown. There are some indications that concentrations are higher with increasing altitude, but a statistical analysis has not been performed for lack of data. Concentration differences for Hg 2+ measured with refluxing mist chambers were a factor of 4 apart (Lindberg and Stratton, 1998) . Because of these local sub-grid effects, it can be assumed that some observations do not correspond to surface layer concentrations estimated by models.
Hg 2+ sampled as Hg 0
Hg 0 concentrations are often measured with a Tekran 2537A unit without the speciation units (e.g. EC CAMNet). Higher concentrations were observed for Hg 0 data from stand-alone systems compared to combination systems with denuder and quartz filter set-ups. At Alert, NU, Hg 0 data are available from both systems and significant differences are observed. It is unclear if co-sampled Hg 2+ is the reason, since precautions (e.g. long sample lines) are taken to avoid crosscontamination. For Hg 0 differences were calculated to be 18 % with a yearly average of 1.5 ng m −3 for the standalone instrument vs. 1.3 ng m −3 for the combination system in 2005. For now, CAMNet reports data from stand-alone instruments for Hg 0 at Alert and supplements Hg 2+ and Hg p data from a combination system.
Reports indicate that Hg 2+ tends to be measured together with Hg 0 for some inlet configurations and environmental conditions. Hg 2+ species have the tendency to stick to surfaces as demonstrated for HgCl 2 , and it is, therefore, thought to be analysed with Hg 0 species. As a result a mercury concentration will be closer to total gaseous mercury, the sum of Hg 0 and Hg 2+ . While the combination systems eliminate this drawback by sampling Hg 2+ and Hg p right after the inlet, care has to be taken when comparing data coming from different sources and systems to account for operational differences.
Hg 2+ sampling uncertainties
Since the true composition of Hg 2+ is unknown, a detailed assessment of quantitative sampling of Hg 2+ is impossible (Selin, 2009) . Major species that are assumed to be part of Hg 2+ are HgCl 2 , HgBr 2 and HgO (Munthe et al., 2001; Aspmo et al., 2005; Lyman et al., 2010) , and Hg 2+ is (operationally) defined as water-soluble oxidized mercury species ) that can be reduced by stannous chloride in aqueous solutions without pretreatment (Munthe et al., 2001) . Reactive gaseous mercury (RGM) is a commonly used alternative term for these species. Other candidate compounds suggested for the Hg 2+ component pool are cross halogen species with chlorine, bromine and iodine atoms. Their contribution to the overall Hg 2+ concentration is unknown, and no literature data exist.
HgCl 2 is commonly employed as a surrogate standard for Hg 2+ to evaluate method performance, since it is a thermodynamically favoured product of fossil fuel and waste combustion facilities , citing Klockow et al., 1990 . The full composition of the Hg 2+ fraction captured by the annular denuder set-up is not known (Lindberg et al., 2007; Landis et al., 2002) ; it has been reported that species with diffusion coefficients > 0.1 cm 2 s −1 are typically measured (Poissant et al., 2005) . No further quantitative data are available, making a quantitative error analysis not feasible.
Recently, the impact of the presence of ozone on Hg 2+ sampling using the denuder technique was investigated (Lyman et al., 2010) . Significant loss of oxidized mercury (HgCl 2 , HgBr 2 ) as elemental mercury was observed in laboratory experiments (39-55 % loss) and at a field site (3-37 %). Precision of replicate denuder measurements was determined to be around 30 %. Additionally collection efficiency of denuders for HgCl 2 decreased by 12-30 % in the presence of ozone. Hence, any Hg 2+ will subsequently be detected as Hg 0 employing the combination set-up with the denuder sampling device placed upstream of the Hg 0 detection unit. Further investigation of ozone and other potential interfering oxidizing species such as peroxides is recommended.
Hg p sampling and aerosol size distribution
For Hg p sampling a quartz filter with an upper size cut-off at 2.5 µm is employed . This raises issues with both ultrafine (UFP) and large particle fractions of the total aerosol distribution. For particles > 2.5 µm, Keeler et al. (1995) showed bimodal distribution with a second maximum at 3.8 µm for some samples indicating that a significant portion of mercury species from larger aerosol fractions are potentially not collected and reported as Hg p . The lower size cut-off is less clearly defined. Mercury adhering to UFP shows gas-like behaviour despite its particulate character thus potentially misclassifying Hg p as Hg 0 and Hg 2+ . The distinct character of UFP and its clusters apart from classic aerosol has been recognized as has its potential for heterogeneous chemistry reactions due to the large surface area. Mercury has not been determined in UFP, and the degree of underestimation by current sampling methodologies is not known.
Furthermore, for 1 h sampling durations elevated temperatures in the filter assembly (typically 50 • C to exclude moisture) have been shown to lead to identification of Hg p as Hg 2+ (Rutter and Schauer, 2007a) . Prolonged collection times of up to 12 h as they often occur to reach the filter loadings necessary for detection led to filter losses for Hg p (Malcolm and Keeler, 2007) . Collection times for the discussed studies were typically lower (1-3 h; see Table 3 ), thus minimising the risk for filter losses.
Operational uncertainties
While AMNet has made considerable progress towards harmonisation of instrument operation, earlier data were not necessarily acquired in a fully standardised fashion. Different operating parameters might compromise comparability of data. These issues are being dealt with by an AMNet standard operating procedure .
Among the issues to be addressed is the 2-point calibration at 0 and 15 ng sm −3 that the Tekran system uses, and for low concentrations problems with linearity of the calibration curve were previously reported . Since low concentrations (in the pg m −3 range) are typically observed for Hg 2+ and Hg p , a thorough assessment of linearity is especially important for these species. Hg 0 measurement uncertainty was reported to be 12-20 % (2σ ), which has direct implications for Hg 2+ and Hg p , since these species are ultimately detected as Hg 0 (Aspmo et al., 2005; Temme et al., 2007 and Brown et al., 2008) .
A good assessment of the method detection limit (MDL) is imperative for the same reasons. Sampling for Hg 2+ and Hg p typically takes 1-3 h followed by 1 h of desorption and analysis (sum equals "cycle time"). Landis et al. (2002) found MDLs of 6.2 pg m −3 and 3.1 pg m −3 for Hg 2+ for sampling durations of 1 h and 2 h at 10 L min −1 sample flow rate.
For the reviewed literature in Table 2 , reported MDLs were around 1 pg m −3 and considerably lower than Landis' study. In discussions with instrument operators, values between 2.0 and 5.0 pg m −3 were reported (Tate, personal communication, 2011; C. Eckley, personal communication, 2011). Due to a lack of suitable standards, MDL calculations are not straightforward, and 3 times the standard deviation of the blank is most often used but deemed problematic due to large fluctuations of the blank. Operator experience was cited as a better but not objective means for what data could be trusted (C. Eckley, personal communication, 2011). Separate MDLs for Hg p are rarely specified. Depending on the MDL used for statistical calculations, a significant fraction (up to 40-80 %) of Hg 2+ and Hg p data fall below the MDL with implications for interpretation and statistical procedures used . The uncertainty in establishing a suitable MDL together with data near the MDL highlights the challenges that a reliable determination of Hg 2+ and Hg p face.
The precision of the denuder method was determined by the collection of co-located samples (n = 63) to be 15.0 ± 9.3 % . Precision for automated 1130/1135 methods is, according to Poissant et al. (2005) , unknown and usually not listed.
Statistical treatment of observational data
With a large number of observations and observed concentrations at the MDL, a suitable treatment of data has to be employed to account for non-detect data. In the current literature environmental data are either used as-is or undergo some form of treatment, e.g. substitution with a fraction of the MDL, typically one-half, for values < MDL (Helsel, 2005) . A considerable loss of information is the consequence, together with the potential introduction of a biased estimate and as a result fabricated data. In conjunction with the MDL used as a criterion for censoring data, significant differences and reliability of results can occur. For example raw data from Poissant et al. (2005) at St-Anicet, QC, have a reported MDL of 3.75 pg m −3 . Due to its more rural location, a much smaller number of data points is > MDL (22.2 %). Median and mean values are different for Kaplan-Meier treated data censoring at the MDL compared to classical statistics calculating the arithmetic mean and median: the median changes from 1.3 with classical treatment to 0.82 pg m −3 for KaplanMeier treated data. The change of the mean is smaller from 3.3 to 3.2 pg m −3 . Concluding, a standardised procedure of data treatment has to be agreed upon that treats non-detects in a suitable fashion and takes into account instrument-specific MDLs. Methods such as robust statistics, Kaplan-Meier estimates and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) are much more suitable for the treatment of censored environmental data (Helsel, 1990) , especially for Hg 2+ and Hg p concentrations, which are often found to be below the detection limit . Table 5 describes uncertainties for CVAFS measurements together with other sources of uncertainty related to emissions and atmospheric chemistry processes. Regarding measurements, individual parameter assessments (e.g. for accuracy and precision of the denuder sampler) are typically not available because of a lack of standards (Aspmo et al., 2005) , but some estimates exist regarding the cumulative uncertainty of Hg 2+ and Hg p measurements.
Emission uncertainties
Current emission inventories prescribe a fixed Hg 0 : Hg 2+ : Hg p emission ratio for any coal-fired power plant (CFPP), currently 50 % : 40 % : 10 % (Pacyna et al., 2010) . Stack data, however, indicate a large variability of the mercury species ratios between CFPPs, depending on multiple parameters such as air pollution control devices (APCD) used and the mercury content of coal burned at a given time (Hsi et al., 2010) . Such variations are not accounted for in inventories.
Measurements of mercury species at observation sites near CFPPs revealed that there was indeed a large variability in, for example, Hg 2+ emissions ranging from 5 to 35 % during different plume events at a sampling site with three CFPPs within a < 60 mile radius and 4 to 29 % for a sampling site with a single CFPP within 15 miles . Quite variable data on mercury species' contributions to flue gas composition were also recently published for South Korea showing differences between bituminous coal (Hg 2+ : 0.73 µg m −3 after treatment) and anthracite (Hg 2+ : 1.41 µg m −3 ) for CFPPs and treatment of flue gas using wet or dry APCD. Dry APCDs were reported to lead to higher Hg 2+ concentrations, whereas wet treatment yielded less oxidized effluent gas (Kim et al., 2010) . Incinerating facilities with Hg 2+ concentrations in the flue gas after treatment were up to 190 µg m −3 for industrial waste incinerators. also reported significant variability of Hg 2+ concentrations from different CFPP after flue gas treatment (0.13 to 24 µg m −3 ). Analysis of coal composition is also provided including correlation of Hg 2+ with halogen content of the coal confirming previous studies that reported increased conversion to Hg 2+ at high halogen content (e.g. Niksa et al., 2009) . A summary of Hg 2+ concentrations ranging from 2-76 % in coal with 37 to 510 µg kg −1 total Hg including work by the authors also provides information on coal used and APCDs in place (Shah et al., 2010) . Additionally modelled emission estimations for Chinese provinces by Y. indicated a high uncertainty for Hg 2+ of up to a factor of 3.
Uncertainties associated with chemistry knowledge gap
CFPPs are considered the major source of anthropogenic mercury emissions due to the natural occurrence of mercury in coal at trace levels ). Emitted mercury then undergoes reactions with a multitude of chemical species (Shah et al., 2010) . Edgerton et al. (2006) and Weiss-Penzias et al. (2011) found that, at ground-based sites 7-15 km downwind of CFPPs, the fraction of oxidized mercury in total mercury concentrations was lower by a factor of ∼ 3-5 than the fraction of oxidized mercury measured in CFPP stacks. In-plume reduction and/or uncertainties in measurement and emissions were suggested as possible Modelled reduction after adsorption 23 % Vijayaraghavan et al. (2008) causes. In an in-plume measurement study, ter Schure et al. (2011) concluded that significant reduction of Hg 2+ occurs in CFPP plumes. Observations from a CFPP at Nanticoke, ON, showed a discrepancy between stack and inplume Hg 2+ concentrations; the Hg 0 : Hg 2+ : Hg p ratios were reduced to an approximate ratio of 82 % : 13 % : 5 % in the plume compared to 53 % : 43 % : 4 % at the stack (Deeds et al., 2013) . However, because of the differences between the two measurement techniques used in-stack and on the aircraft, the authors were unable to attribute the discrepancy between the in-stack and in-plume Hg speciation to the inplume reduction of Hg 2+ to Hg 0 , but rather suggest that Hg 0 concentration changes are due to plume dilution after leaving the stack. In contrast to the above studies, concurrently measured concentrations of Hg 2+ and SO 2 suggest potential oxidation of Hg 0 at the Devil's Lake site in rural Wisconsin (Manolopoulos et al., 2007) . Also increase of Hg 2+ concentrations with increasing distance of the plume from the source was also presented . A lack of understanding of atmospheric mercury chemistry was underlined by recent measurements of elevated concentrations of Hg 2+ in anthropogenic pollution plumes pointing to oxidation of Hg 0 (Timonen et al., 2012) . Vijayaraghavan et al. (2008) incorporated a rapid in-plume reduction of Hg 0 by SO 2 in a regional model study and found that this improved the wet deposition estimates in the Northeast US. Considering limited and contrasting observational evidence, the mechanism of in-plume chemistry is unclear.
There is also evidence for Hg 2+ adsorption on particles (Rutter and Schauer, 2007a) and an adsorption mechanism was introduced into initial model calculations resulting in a ground-level Hg 2+ reduction by 23 % (Vijayaraghavan et al., 2008) . Temperature-dependent adsorption ratios were also investigated in model calculations, resulting in a 90 % reduction of Hg 2+ concentrations in cold air (Rutter and Schauer, 2007a, b) , modelled in GEOS-Chem . Both mechanisms, in-plume reduction by SO 2 or other species and particle adsorption, could reduce Hg 2+ estimates in the model, provided that evidence from observations supports these mechanisms, which so far is not the case for in-plume reduction processes. Lohman et al. (2006) and Vijayaraghavan et al. (2008) proposed a reduction mechanism for Hg 2+ to Hg 0 in the presence of SO 2 . Additional work, including stack and in-plume measurements, is necessary to reduce the high uncertainty associated with the proposed processes.
Limited reduction reactions in aqueous phase have been studied so far, and their atmospheric relevance has not been established . Given that determined reaction rates suggest significantly shorter lifetime of Hg 0 against oxidation by O 3 , OH and Br compared to the ∼ one year lifetime suggested by observations of Hg 0 distribution in the atmosphere, there may be significant reduction processes occurring in the atmosphere which are currently unknown. Reduction of oxidized mercury on surfaces of atmospheric aerosols, ice and snow, etc. could be important but has not been studied so far.
Recently, Y. Zhang et al. (2012) evaluated a nested-grid regional version of the GEOS-Chem model with AMNet data and found that assumption of in-plume reduction near the stack improves the model results. The significance of plume chemistry and atmospheric reduction processes (e.g. gas phase reactions, heterogeneous chemistry and aqueous chemistry) need to be further investigated as they could have a significant impact on Hg 2+ and H p concentrations. A summary of uncertainties in atmospheric mercury chemistry was recently presented by Subir et al. (2011 and 2012) .
Summary of uncertainties
The overall uncertainty and ultimately the discrepancy between measured and model concentrations arise from measurement errors of atmospheric concentrations and stack measurements. Furthermore, the accuracy and precision of model estimates is impacted by errors in emissions concentrations and lacking representation of chemical processes, one of which has been hypothesized to consist of in-plume reduction, albeit without confirmation from observations. Quantitative estimates of published uncertainties in measurements are summarized in Table 5 . A quantitative summary estimate is difficult to achieve since the modes of calculation vary by author. A number of items lead to underestimation of measurement data, which could help in closing the gap between potentially overestimated model data and underestimated observations. Among these are the following for Hg 2+ in Table 5 : issues 6-8 result in losses and underestimation of oxidized mercury concentrations. Issue 2 could potentially lead to higher observed concentrations, reducing immediate local effects (Sect. 3.1). However, there is a significant lack of data requiring additional studies, and the item is excluded from subsequent calculations.
The summed-up average measurement uncertainties that lower concentrations (Table 5 , items 6-8) are 86 % for Hg 2+ . Calculating the root sum of squares of uncertainties for criteria that lower or increase concentrations results in 36 % for Hg 2+ (items 1, 4), 43 % for Hg p (item 5), and 23 % for Hg 0 (item 3). The root sum of squares for anthropogenic emission uncertainties is 36 % for Hg 0 and Hg p (items 11, 12) and 106 % for Hg 2+ (items 11, 12, 14) . For item 12, 20 % uncertainty was assumed for the emission uncertainty by source category (listed as < 30 %). These emission uncertainty estimates are in good agreement with the recently published Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme report, which lists anthropogenic Hg 0 emission uncertainties at 20-40 % (AMAP, 2011).
Additional sources of error not included in the above estimate stem from the differences between the sampling height and the model layer height used to extract the data. Also, the effects of vegetation on sampling carried out under the canopy may not be represented in the models (see , for an example). Table 2 for details). A considerable discrepancy is observed especially in regions of high concentrations. Table 5 demonstrates clearly that eliminating the discussed discrepancies and reducing observational uncertainties requires additional efforts from both modelling and measurement communities. The presented analysis, however, provides starting points to address the improvement of analytical and emission data: (1) choice of sampling locations and heights well represent atmospheric Hg 2+ concentrations and are in-line with model vertical structure, (2) assessment of interferences such as ozone, (3) elimination of data analysis issues related to low Hg 2+ and Hg p concentrations, and (4) improved treatment of CFPP emission estimates with regard to coal burned and flue gas treatment systems.
Model sensitivity analysis
The purpose of model sensitivity analysis in this study is to examine the discrepancy between measured and modelled oxidized mercury concentrations in light of other measurement constraints such as Hg 0 concentrations and wet deposition which are known to be more reliable measurements compared to the oxidized mercury measurements. The base model simulation for 2005 was performed using the GRAHM configuration used in L. Zhang et al. (2012) ; ozone is the main oxidant in this simulation. Several model sensitivity runs were conducted to expose the knowledge gaps in Hg chemistry and uncertainties in measurements of Hg speciation in air and in emissions ( Table 2 lists the experiments).
First experiment was conducted to examine the impact of anthropogenic emissions of Hg 2+ and Hg p on the ambient concentrations of these species in the model by eliminating the mercury chemistry in the model (Experiment NoChem). The air concentrations of oxidized mercury in this model experiment are the result of atmospheric transport of these species from the anthropogenic sources and removal by dry and wet deposition processes. Figure 2 illustrates the comparison between model estimated surface air concentrations of Hg 2+ and Hg p from "no chemistry" simulation and observed oxidized Hg concentrations. Even without the production of oxidized mercury through chemistry, an overprediction of up to 20 times for Hg 2+ (for site NJ30 in 2009; see Table 4 for a detailed site description) and up to 7.6 times for Hg p (site MD08 in 2009) was found. The overprediction of oxidized mercury is seen to be largest in the vicinity of emission sources. The wet deposition (not shown here) is also overpredicted in the vicinity of emissions sources; however it is underpredicted away from the sources due to lack of oxidation processes. Since only anthropogenic emissions contribute to the emissions of oxidized mercury, significant overprediction of surface air concentrations of Hg 2+ and Hg p and wet deposition in the vicinity of major emission sources suggests that either the speciation of Hg in the anthropogenic emissions is inaccurate or there are in-plume or other gas phase (and/or surface initiated) reduction reactions occurring in the atmosphere, which are very significant close to emission sources. The aqueous phase reduction processes in clouds cannot account for meaningful changes in speciation in the boundary layer as these processes are mostly active in free troposphere, and the cloud condensation occurs only ∼ 50 % of the time in the atmosphere.
As seen in Fig. 2 , the emission ratios of Hg 0 : Hg 2+ : Hg p at the stack and/or subsequent reactions in the plume appear to be important parameters and processes that need improvements to better represent atmospheric oxidized and particulate mercury concentrations in the models. In the absence of better knowledge of emission speciation and in-plume chemistry, several model sensitivity runs were conducted by changing the emission ratios of emitted Hg species at the sources to simulate the impact of reduced oxidized mercury emissions and/or in-plume reduction or possibly other gas/heterogeneous phase reduction processes near emission sources. Further sensitivity simulations were performed where anthropogenic emissions of oxidized mercury (Hg 2+ and Hg p ) were completely eliminated from all sources (NoEmit); anthropogenic emissions of oxidized mercury were reduced for emissions from coal-fired power plants only (Hg 0 : Hg 2+ : Hg p from 50 : 40 : 10 to 90 : 5 : 5; Ex-ox1.5-CFPP); anthropogenic emissions of oxidized mercury were reduced from all anthropogenic emissions (Hg 0 : Hg 2+ : Hg p from 50 : 40 : 10 to 90 : 8 : 2; EX-ox1, Ex-ox2, Ex-ox2-HiHg p and Ex-oxOH). The ratios for Hg 0 : Hg 2+ : Hg p were changed from 50 : 40 : 10, in the base emissions inventory, to 90 : 5 : 5 for coal-fired power plants in experiment Exox1.5-CFPP following the observations of these species in emission plume from a coal-fired plant in Ontario, Canada (Deeds et al., 2013) . The ratios for Hg 0 : Hg 2+ : Hg p were changed from 50 : 40 : 10, in the base emissions inventory, to 90 : 8 : 2 for all anthropogenic emissions in experiments EX-ox1, Ex-ox2, Ex-ox2-HiHg p and Ex-oxOH. The air concentrations of Hg 2+ (gas) and Hg p are likely in equilibrium with each other; therefore, emissions of both Hg 2+ and Hg p were reduced by the same factor keeping the ratio the same as the original inventory. Sensitivity experiment was also conducted where anthropogenic emissions of Hg 2+ (gas) only were reduced. This experiment resulted in significant overprediction of Hg p and wet deposition near emission sources. The sensitivity experiments with reduced oxidized mercury emissions (for CFPP or all anthropogenic emissions) were first conducted using Hg 0 + O 3 reaction rate coefficient as in the base case simulation (Hall, 1995) . These simulations resulted in high bias in Hg 0 background concentrations and low bias in wet deposition fluxes. Next, experiments were performed by incrementally increasing Hg 0 + O 3 reaction rates until the background Hg 0 concentrations were comparable to the measured Hg 0 concentrations . The O 3 reaction rate coefficient determined by Hall (1995) is an order of magnitude lower compared to the more recent rates determined for this reaction; therefore increase of ozone reaction rate by a factor of 1.5 or 2 is within the range of uncertainties in the determined rate constant for this reaction. An additional sensitivity experiment was performed using OH (no ozone oxidation) as the main oxidant of Hg 0 in the atmosphere to investigate the impact of OH oxidation chemistry (along with modified Hg emission speciation) on the distribution of atmospheric Hg species in air and precipitation. Final experiment was performed by changing the ratio of gas phase oxidation products as Hg 2+ and Hg p from 0.5 : 0.5 (base case) to 0.25 : 0.75.
The results of model sensitivity experiments that produced global background Hg 0 concentrations compatible with the observations (along with "no chemistry" and "no oxidized mercury emissions" experiments) are discussed here. Table 4 estimated by base simulation, experiments and the measurements. Figure 4 shows the yearly bias for the different model runs listed in Table 2 . Average modelled median for Hg 0 is slightly higher (by 7 %) in the Ex-oxOH run compared to the base run (by 0.13 ng m −3 with an estimated Ex-oxOH median value of 1.8 ng m −3 ), whereas variation in the Ex-oxOH compared to the base run is somewhat larger (10 % vs. 3.5 % of the mean), which is related to the representativeness of the resolution of the model. The Hg 0 concentrations are seen to be invariant between experiments; however absence of Hg 0 oxidation processes in the atmosphere leads to unrealistically high values of Hg 0 . Observed averaged mean Hg p concentration is slightly higher compared to the averaged median Hg 2+ concentration; however observed averaged median Hg p concentration is lower compared to averaged mean Hg 2+ concentration. Also, observed Hg 2+ concentrations are more uniform within the domain (low variation) compared to the variability in Hg p concentrations. The experiment with no production of Hg 2+ through atmospheric chemistry (NoChem experiment) results in significantly higher spatial variation and yearly mean concentrations of Hg 2+ (30 pg m −3 ) compared to observed (7.2 pg m −3 ). Hg p mean and median concentrations are only slightly elevated compared to measured values, whereas the variance between sites is higher compared to measurements. When no emission of Hg 2+ is considered (NoEmit experiment), the chemistry alone produces lower concentrations of Hg p ; however, Hg 2+ concentrations are still overestimated compared to observation. Chemically produced Hg 2+ and Hg p concentrations are found to be very uniform across the domain. The wet deposition fluxes are underestimated in both cases and lack variation compared to measurements. A point to note here is that while both Hg 2+ and Hg p mean concentrations are simulated to be higher in the NoChem experiment compared to the NoEmit experiment, the wet deposition is simulated to be markedly lower in the NoChem experiment compared to the NoEmit experiment. This is because the emissions increase Hg 2+ in the boundary layer, where it can be readily dry-deposited; however chemistry produces Hg 2+ aloft that is scavenged into clouds and wet-deposited. These experiments suggest that spatial distribution of ambient Hg 2+ concentrations is more likely to be generated by slow oxidative processes, whereas Hg p species is produced both through emission and chemistry. Based on the no chemistry and no emission experiments, it can be inferred that the variability in Hg 2+ concentrations in base simulation is mostly due to the primary emissions of Hg 2+ , which is higher compared to measurements. Next experiment (Ex-ox1), where the emission ratios were modified to 90 : 8 : 2 (Hg 0 : Hg 2+ : Hg p ), is seen to produce mean Hg 2+ concentrations higher by a factor of two compared to the observed mean; however median Hg p concentrations are slightly underpredicted. Although the bias in Hg 2+ and Hg p is much smaller, the wet deposition fluxes are significantly underpredicted (−4.3 µg m −2 ). It should be noted that the variance is reduced in all three variables, most notably in Hg 2+ concentrations, which is in line with observations. The oxidation rate was doubled in the next experiment (Ex-ox2) to see the impact on wet deposition fluxes. This experiment produced wet deposition fluxes comparable to the observed values; however Hg 2+ concentrations are increased by 60 %, whereas Hg p concentrations agree well with the observed values. In the next experiment (Ex-oxOH), OH was used as the main oxidant and ozone oxidation was not considered. The mean concentrations Hg 0 , Hg 2+ and Hg p were found to be comparable to ozone oxidation experiment with twice the oxidation rate estimated by Hall (1995) ; however the spatial distribution of the species and wet deposition fluxes, particularly the north-south gradient in wet deposition, was improved when OH oxidation was used. In Ex-ox1.5-CFPP experiment, the emission ratios for coal-fired power plants (CFPPs) alone were modified to 90 (Fig. 4b) , whereas there is no significant change in the spread of the bias in Hg p concentrations (RMSE decrease from 10 to 6 pg m −3 , i.e. by 40 %) (Fig. 4c) . This difference between Hg 2+ and Hg p is likely due to the fact that primary emissions of Hg 2+ are much higher in the original emissions inventory (40 %) compared to the emissions of Hg p (10 %) used in the base simulation. It is important to note that higher atmospheric concentrations of Hg 2+ are needed compared to measured estimates in order to simulate the observed levels of wet deposition fluxes. The results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are further analysed in Fig. 5 . The Hg 2+ and Hg p concentrations estimated by the experiment without chemistry (NoChem; x-axis) were plotted against the Hg 2+ and Hg p concentrations of base simulation (base; red) and OH oxidation and modified emission ratio experiment (Ex-oxOH; blue). Since distribution of Hg 2+ in the NoChem experiment is determined by the dispersion of these species from the emission sources only, higher concentrations on the x-axis represent proximity to the emission sources. Figure 5 clearly illustrates linearly increasing bias in Hg 2+ concentrations in the base simulation with increasing proximity to the sources of emissions. Although the Hg 2+ bias is significantly reduced with modified emission ratios (blue), it is still found to slightly increase near sources. Lowering the emission of Hg p is also found to correct the larger bias in Hg p closer to the sources; however the correction leads to negative bias at some of the sites. The negative bias at these sites (including Alert) is perhaps due to improper partitioning between Hg 2+ and Hg p . Impact of lowering the primary emissions of Hg 2+ is also pronounced in weekly averaged data for sites close to mercury sources, such as NJ54 and NJ30. The bias is lowered from by 29 % from 68 to 20 pg m −3 for Hg 2+ , and the unbiased root mean square error (URMSE) drops by 58 % from 19 to 11 pg m −3 for Hg 2+ at the NJ54 site, which has a mean Hg 2+ concentration of 65 pg m −3 . Thus, not only yearly means, but also temporal variations from weekly averaged data are markedly improved. Figure 6 illustrates the spatial pattern of Hg 2+ , Hg p and wet deposition for the base run and the Ex-oxOH run with 90 % Hg 0 emissions and OH oxidation scheme. Hg 2+ is noticeably high in the base run in the vicinity of sources compared to the observed values. The Ex-oxOH run is clearly seen to be markedly improved. The most notable improvement is seen in the wet deposition, which has a N-S gradient in the observations. The base run produces very high wet deposition fluxes in the vicinity of sources, whereas this discrepancy is corrected when most Hg is assumed to be emitted as Hg 0 (90 %). The N-S gradient is reproduced well in the Ex-oxOH experiment. This is also the case with simulation using ozone as the main oxidant. N-S gradient and high wet deposition fluxes in the southeastern United States are a combination of chemically produced Hg 2+ in the free troposphere, gradient in precipitation and scavenging of Hg 2+ by high cumulus clouds (Selin and Jacob, 2008) . These results suggest that Hg 2+ is dominantly produced by chemistry, and perhaps aerosol distribution in the atmosphere that would control the partitioning between the Hg 2+ and Hg p concentrations and does not seem to be dependent on primary emissions. Since wet deposition is generated through the scavenging of oxidized mercury species and is known to have lower measurement uncertainties compared to the Hg 2+ and Hg p measurements, good agreement between observed and modelled mean fluxes and spatial distribution of wet deposition suggest that atmospheric concentrations of Hg 2+ should be higher than currently estimated by the observations. Comparison of the monthly wet deposition fluxes for the three model runs (base, Ex-ox2 and Ex-oxOH) with MDN reveals that using the OH oxidation chemistry in conjunction with anthropogenic emissions as mostly Hg 0 species improves the seasonal cycle throughout the year particularly in the northeast and southeast North America (Fig. 8) . Stations used in the validation are mapped in Fig. 1 , and a detailed list is given in Appendix Table A1 .
Conclusions
The presented study provides a detailed analysis of uncertainties associated with oxidized mercury measurements and modelling for 21 sampling sites and a total of 41 yearly data sets acquired between 2002 and 2010 throughout North America. Measurement uncertainties underestimating Hg 2+ concentrations are 86 % and 36 % for uncertainties yielding higher or lower concentrations. Anthropogenic emission uncertainties are 106 % for Hg 2+ . Individual contributions to uncertainties evaluated were the underestimation of reactive mercury due to interference of ozone (up to 50 %) and variations of coal burned in power plants (100 %). Also, published Table A1. data from co-located measurements show differences of up to 40 %.
Model-related overestimation of reactive mercury species (Hg 2+ and Hg p ) is found to be significantly related to overestimation of oxidized Hg in emission inventories and/or inplume reduction. A marked reduction of the URMSE by 42 % for Hg 2+ and 40 % for Hg p was achieved when the ratio of emissions of Hg 0 : Hg 2+ : Hg p was changed from 50 : 40 : 10 (as specified in the original inventories) to 90 : 8 : 2. Improvements were especially significant for sites near sources (e.g. New Jersey), where bias values dropped by up to 70 % (68 to 20 pg m −3 ) (NJ54) and 88 to 25 pg m −3 (NJ30). Furthermore, wet deposition was found to be better simulated using OH as the main oxidant compared to O 3 in North America. As a consequence identified uncertainties for model calculations, uncertainties in measurement methodology and emission inventories appear to provide exhaustive leads to close the gap between model estimates and observations. The ratio of Hg 0 , Hg 2+ and Hg p in the emission inventories, measurements of surface air concentrations of oxidized Hg and measurements of wet deposition are found to be inconsistent with each other in the vicinity of emission sources. Current speciation of Hg emissions suggests significantly high concentrations of Hg 2+ in air and in precipitation in the vicinity of emission sources; however, measured air concentrations of Hg 2+ and measured concentrations of Hg in precipitation are not found to be significantly elevated in the vicinity of emission sources compared to the remote regions. Major questions regarding plume chemistry and atmospheric mercury reduction reactions in the gas and aqueous phases and heterogeneous chemistry remain. More reliable measurements of Hg 2+ and Hg p concentrations and product identification of atmospheric Hg species are required to test Hg chemical mechanisms in the models. Table A1 . Station ID and geographic location of validation stations discussed in Fig. 9 . Unlabelled blue dots in Fig. 1 
